SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Aristophanes' Plutos (Wealth) was first put on stage in 338 Be and is generally not considered to figure among his masterpieces. Nevertheless, as is frequently the case with great literature, it offers a useful key to understanding of its epoch and the social conditions prevalent at the time, at least according to the great Hellenist Dover! (Chap III, pp 31-41).
Plutos may be 'less about economics and sociology than about magic, fantasy and the supernaturaJl (Chap XVI, p 209). However, this is exactly what makes the play interesting from a sociological point of view. The society in which it was produced found itself in a crisis: Athens was no longer the glamorous colonial power of the fifth century, but a city of social decadence. Moral and religious values were under dispute and political corruption drew many citizens towards individualism. Escaping to the 'supernatural' seemed a viable alternative, which is also reflected in literature: P!utos, possibly the last play of Aristophanes, signals the transfer from the Old to the Middle Comedy, i.e. from political satires to lampoons of social conventions and behaviours.
THE PLAY
The prominent hero of the play is Khremylos, a low class Athenian citizen. Accompanied by his slave Karion he consults the Delphic oracle to learn if his son should become 'rogue, dishonest, rotten to the core. For such as they, Athens, Greece methinks, succeed the best'? (v 37-38). The Delphic oracle answers that he must follow the first man he meets on his way out and take him home. This is Plutos, the blind god, who at first refuses Khremylos' proposal but finally agrees to follow him when Khremylos promises to help restore his sight and offers some encouragement. Zeus is responsible for Plutos' blindness as he does not want goods (i.e. wealth) to be distributed according to moral merit. However, Zeus is not to be feared since wealth rules everything and wealth is provided to people and gods by Plutos. When his sight is restored, Plutos (and wealth) will only go to honest men so that there will no longer be a reason to be dishonest. Karion tells the news to the chorus, some hard-working old men who are Khremylos' friends. Meanwhile, Khremylos tells an acquaintance, Blepsidernos, of his intention to send Plutos to the sanctuary of Asklepios for a miraculous cure. Their conversation is interrupted by the arrival of an old woman; she is Penia (,Poverty') who rejects Plutos' value for mankind and is sent away with threats. Plutos' sight is now restored, and Khremylos becomes rich. Not only ordinary people come to pay their respects to Plutos, but also a priest and the god Hermes: they have all decided to ignore Zeus from now on and live with Plutos; but Khremylos identifies the two gods and suggests that they install Plutos on the Acropolis. The play ends with a cheerful procession moving towards the Acropolis to install Plutos.
THE CURE
Why did Khremylos decide to send Plutos to the Asklepieion? The answer may be that there were no physicians in the city at the time: 'there are no fees and therefore there is no skill'2 (v 408). This verse (an 'unknown allusion' according to the translator and editor Rogers) can have at least three different meanings that are all disparaging towards doctors: (a) the Athenians were not wealthy enough to pay doctors, therefore these avoided coming to the city; (b) the doctors' small fees reflected their low skills: the good (and expensive) doctors avoided coming to Athens; (c) the skills of doctors during that period were poor. In general, the doctors did not deserve payment as they had no skills. Thus Khrernvlos sent Plutos to the sacred infirmary of Asklepios, escorted by his slave Karion. There the blind god was to be miraculously cured by the priest representing Asklepios:
first... felt the patient's head, and next taking a linen napkin, clean and white, wiped both his lids, and all around them, dry. Then Panacea with a scarlet cloth covered his face and head; then the God clucked, and out there issued from the holy shrine two great enormous serpents ... And underneath the scarlet cloth they crept and licked his eyelids ... and ... Wealth arose and saw/ (vv728738).
THE ATTRACTION OF ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
A preliminary explanation of the meaning of the concept 'alternative medicine' is necessary. Today the term 'alternative' stands for curative procedures that diverge from those studied in universities and other official institutions, carried out by the authorized (or conventional) physician in everyday practice. When authors refer to ancient alternative medicine (and physicians), this concept is mainly ascribed to aetiological (and less to curative) attitudes towards illness which are metaphysically oriented. Therefore, 'alternative' means 'procured by the gods', and this has less to do with the curative methods themselves and more with the theoretical-explanatory frames that surrounded them. A Hippocratic or 'empirical' physician would not see illness as a divine punishment and, even if he did, would not have thought that gods had much to do with the process of the patients' recovery. The case of the sanctuaries of Asklepios was just the opposite, although some of their cures were closer to modern' empirical' (or scientific) therapeutics than the ones performed by the ancient 'empirical' physicians! It is known today that, in Asklepieia, cures were mostly carried out through incubation (i.e. through bedrest accompanied by divine interventions) and included a wide range of techniques: dreams, mystic procedures like the one previously described, medicines, and so on. Ancient Greeks believed in the therapeutic powers of the snake, which has become the symbol not only of Asklepios but also of the medical profession. In some rural areas of present-day Greece the belief still exists that a snake which nests in or near the house should not be killed as it is 'the guardian of the home' and 'the good spirit'. This seems to be a transcultural element; in modern India, too, the snake is thought of as a sacred animal. In Minoan Crete the highest deity was the great goddess with the snakes; and for ancient Athenians whose goddess of wisdom, Athena, had the snake as her symbol, the snake also symbolized mental health; Erikhthonios too, one of the older local gods, was half human and half snake.
A substantial amount has been written about the healing process taking place in the temple of Asklepios. The presence during incubations of a priest representing the god and of three priestesses representing his daughters (Iaso, Panakeia, Hygeia) contributes to the general suggestive atmosphere created in those sanctuaries. Probably enough ancient Greeks had realized the therapeutic power of suggestion, to which they would attach religious characteristics, as the etymology of the word 'enthusiasm' shows; in its original sense it meant a state in which the subject-believer felt as if he had dismissed his mortal hypostasis and participated in the divine substance: en theoi (in god). This procedure was reinforced by the use of several ceremonial objects, like masks. The popularity of Dionysian festivities in ancient Athens, from which the ancient theatre was developed, is thus explained to a certain degree. Perhaps the same suggestive power explains the popularity of the carnival, a modern analogy to these ancient festivities. In several primitive tribes the garments worn by the healers (whatever name they bear: magicians, shamans, ctc.) during certain rituals may have the same purposes.
To a certain extent the power of suggestion explains why a large number of people today prefer alternative medicine. Homoeopathy, acupuncture, chiropractic, and faith healing seem to present a last resort for many who either distrust conventional medicine or feci frustrated about iatrogenic disorders arising from long-term drug treatment and technological interventions3,4. Additionally, religious and political beliefs still seem to play an important role in the beliefs laymen express about health and illness 5 . From this point of view, and despite technological advances in the biomedical sciences, it is not surprising to observe the popularity of religious miracle centres increasing, for instance, in the Christian and Moslem world. The attraction of alternative medicine can furthermore be explained by the ability of the alternative practitioner to meet the emotional needs of his/her patient", If it is true that the efficacy of a treatment depends to some degree on the relationship between therapist and patient, possible shortcomings of conventional physicians in responding satisfactorily to these needs may drive some patients to seek alternative curative methods.
This tendency is sometimes exacerbated-though not deliberately-by conventional science. Spiro? suggests that the scientific approach to disease and illness-the molecular model of medicine-is not sufficient by itself to answer all our patients' needs. Recently, Hodges and Scofield argued 8 that both spiritual and faith healing might be valuable if developed and integrated into the medical services after extensive and objective research.
In the modern world as in ancient Creece", a high value is set on health, but it is mainly the rich who have the leisure and the means to pay for it. When the poor resort to alternative-particularly religious-medicine they may be imitating the values and attitudes of the privileged. Coinciding with these phenomena is the failure of modern conventional medicine to deal successfully with some major diseases, and consequent decrease of conventional physicians' prestige. However, other opinions about alternative medicine exist; Hellenic rationalism itself has treated this subject with irony. The slave Karion becomes aware of the economic dimension of the treatment in the sanctuary and Aristophanes satirizes the priests' embezzlement of donations/.
Certainly the choice of Khremylos to consult the Asklcpieion is justified, as Plutos is finally cured of his blindness. However Plutos was a god who was cured by another god. Hence, reservations about the reliability of alternative medicine when dealing with mortals remain to this daylO. It would be an exaggeration to suggest that ancient Greek medicine was either exclusively empirical or strictly alternative (religious or otherwise). Or, in the words of a genius in the history of science:
Greek medicine in its aetiology as well as in its treatment of diseases is rational and empirical. .. But this is Greek rationalism and empiricism: it is influenced by religious ideas!! (p 246).
CONCLUSION
Despite advances in the biomedical sciences, man remains fascinated by the various forms of alternative medicine. The many factors contributing to this phenomenon include medical, financial, political, religious, social and psychological influences.
The influence of the Asklepieia, too, at the time Aristophanes staged the play Plutos was great. Today its counterpart, alternative medicine, opposes the medical philosophy (rationality, empiricism, epistemological scepticism, humanism) founded by the Hippocratic physicians and handed down by the medical avant-garde of the seventeenth century12. The threat is that, in the name of liberation from the shackles of mechanistic rationalism, irrationalism will come to prevail.
